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About Us
SPM Sales Pvt. Ltd. is one of the leading manufacturers, suppliers, exporters and traders
in India dealing in Zippers, Buttons and other Accessories. From a modest beginning in the
year 1997, we are now associated with the most prominent export houses of the country.
We are supplying a wide array of products such as Buckles, Buttons, Revit, Eylet, Stud, Eyehook, Logo & Badge, Magnet, Rings, Adjuster, Elastic, Pollyﬁll, Fusible & Non- fusible,
Snaps, Zips & Fancy Puller, Buttons tool & Machine, Welcrow, Doctor Tape, Beats, Chain &
Metal Fitting etc. to such exporters in bulk quantity. We specialize in developing new types
of products to meet the emerging demands in the global marketplace.
During our 14 years of existence in the industry, we have earned great accolades from our
principals/buyers who have deep trust in our ability to offer them the most stylish and
highest standard products at market leading prices. Support of the latest manufacturing
technology and innovative production methodology aid us in accomplishing our tasks with
seamless precision. The processes are overseen by a team of competent professionals
having in-depth knowledge of the domain. The team members make sure that our
customers always get the kind of products they are looking for. Our polices
comprehensively focus on achieving full customer satisfaction.

Assured Quality
We are a company that focuses maintaining product quality to the highest level. Quality is
the primary concern of our organization and we never comprise on this aspect. We have a
team of quality analysts who observe the entire manufacturing process closely to ensure
that our products comply with the quality parameters of national and international
standards. Our strict processes ensure export quality products for meeting the demands of
the leading Indian exporters.

Infrastructure
We have world class infrastructural setup for carrying out the designing and production
processes. The manufacturing unit houses the most advanced machinery and
equipments. Our team is highly experienced and talented one. The team members have
vast experience of their respective domains and they make sure that our processes are
accomplished in a smooth and eﬃcient manner. Our endeavor is to make regular updates
on our latest mechanisms and keep ourselves abreast of the technological advancements
taking place across the globe.

Our Products

Rod Button

Coconut Button

Handmade Wooden Button

Polyester Down Hole Button

Polyester 2 Way Button

Horn Down Hole Button

Belt Stopper

Belt Eye Hooks

Metal Eyelets

Metal Zipper

Zip Puller

Rivet Hand Tools

Button Tools

Snap Buttons

Magnet Buttons

Garment Rings

Horn Toggles

Polyester Buttons
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